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The 1996 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards were presented at its' annual
conference held in Las VeQas, New Mexico this past April. The Conference, as is usual,
was well attended. The attendees had a varied and fescinattnq selection of papers and
sessions from which to choose.
1.

The ~ar Lee Hewett Award: for service to the public: Valencia County
Historical Society, Belen , NM: for Introducinq the history of the Rio Abajo to all
of us of all a~es .

2.

The Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award: for siqntttcent contribution to the field
of history, areas of the fine arts, allied professions, unorthodox but siqniftcent
articles: Laurie Beth Kalb. "Craftinq Devotions, Craftinq in Contemporary New
Mexico Santos" , University of New Mexico Press, A beautiful bOOR providlnq an
informal presentation of contemporary santos and santeros.

3.

The Gaspar Perez de Vill~ra Award; for outstandinq publication by an
individual or individuals: "Zuni and the Courts. A Stru~~le for Sovereiqn Land
Ri~hts" , ed. by E. Richard Hart, Texas A&M University Press. The definitive
exploration of the herttaqe. connflicts and resolution of Zuni land disputes.

4.

The Gaspar Perez de VilIaqra Award; for outstandinq publication by an
individual or individuals: Donald S. Frazer, "Blood and Treasure, Confederate
Empire in the Southwest", The University Press of Kansas. A fresh perspective
on the Historic Texas-New Mexico strife culminating in the battles of the year 1862.

5.

The Fray Francisco Atanasio Donunguez Award; for historic surveys and
research: Charles R. Cutter. "The Leqel Culture of Northern New Spain, 17001810," University of New Mexico Press. A coherent report of thorough research
on the colonial Spanish legal system in northern New Spain.

The 1997 Society Conierence/Meetinq is scheduled to be held in Derninq, N.M.
See you all there.
D
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SEVEN PRESIDENTS:
THE ART OF OLIPHANT
A New Exhibition at the
Albuquerque Museum

seven Presidents: The Art of Oliphant exhibition opened Sunday, July 7 at The Albuquerque Museum and will run throuqh Auqust 26, 1996.
"In the thirty-five odd years of watching and caricaturinq public fiQures, I have
tncreasmclv felt that the fiQures are lampooning themselves and that the business of
satire is continually and deliberately beinq undercut by the subjects."
- Pat Oliphant

In the course of his thity-two years in America, Australian-born artist Pat Oliphant
has covered seven Presidents, from Lyndon Johnson to Bill Clinton. His prtze-winnlnq
popular cartoons are syndicated to five hundred newspapers around the country and
abroad. In this selection from the many thousands of drawinqs he has produced, seven
Presidents comes to life in caricature, embroiled in the issues which made headlines
in their day.
In addition to the Presidential imaqes appearinq in his well-known cartoons, this
exhibition is supplemented with less public depictions of the Presidents. These include
bronze sculpture, llthoqraphy and his color drawinos for a poster and a bOOR cover.
Mr. Oliphant was present at the public openinq for the exhibition on Sunday, July
7, 1996. (Alimited number of photoqraphs are available for the press : please call Ellen
Landis to request them.)
This exhibition is presented admission-free by the City of Albuquerque, throuqh The
Albuquerque Museum, a Division of the Department of Cultural and Recreational
Services. The Albuquerque Museum is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW near Old
Town. Museum admission is free and tours may be arranged by callinq 243-7255. Museum
hours: Tuesday through Sunday, 9 a.m . to 5 p.m.: closed Mondays and City Holidays.
The Albuquerque Museum is accessible to persons with disabilities. If you require other
forms of assistance to enjoy Museum activities or to obtain this information in an
alternative format. please contact the office at least five business days in advance at
243-7255 (voice) or 764-6556 (TfY).
D
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by Dorthy R. Parker

Research Reveals
Juan de Onate's Jewish
Connection

New Mexico's history has traditionally been conceived and tauqht mostly within
the context of the northern Rio Grande Valley and the native pueblos and Hispanic
villages in that part of the state. Now several recent publications are providtnq new
details about the development of southern New Mexico, creating a fascinating counterpoint to the traditional pattern of Pueblo, Htspano . and Anqlo heqemonv.
The most recent, Pioneers of the Mesilla Va1Jey, by Paxton P. Price (Yucca Tree Press,
1995), tells how. as early as the 1790'S the Spanish ~overnment had becun to make
~rants of land along the Rio Grande, and how , by the 1840'S. a few determined settlers
had moved into what was :Rnown as the Mesilla Valley, alone the Rio Grande north
of EI Paso. Pollowinq the American occupation of New Mexico in 1848, these hardy
souls were joined by Texans mi~ratin~ from the east and, after the Civil War, by members
of the California Column, many of whom also decided to stay. In Pioneers of the Mesilla
Valley, Price outlines the early years of the communities these people built, and he
provides brief biographical saetches of many of the early pioneers.
Another recent publication, of a similar format, is Carole Larson's Forgotten
Frontier (UNM, 1993). Instead of Mesilla and the Rio Grande Valley, Larson focuses on
Lincoln County in the 1850S and on the early years of Roswell, which originated as
a colllection of cattle ranches near the Pecos River. She, too, describes, althouqh in
greater detail than does Price. the contributions of prominent men in the Pecos Valley.
many of those individuals, such as Sheriff Pat Garrett and Judqe Warren Bristol. were
also well lznown in the Mesilla area, and they appear in Price's worh. as well.
A third bOOR, althouqh published somewhat earlier than the other two, adds
narrative structure to the late 19th and early soth centuries. This is C.L. Sonnichsen's
Tularosa: Last of the Frontier West (UNM, 1960). Reprinted with new material in 1980,
Sonnichsen's story covers the early years of settlement of the Tularosa Basin and the
area that lies between Mesilla and the Pecos Valley. His narrative extends beyond 1912
and includes the establishment of the White Sands Missile Range and the first atomic
explosion in 1945.
This triumvirate of bOORS, all available in paperback. provides a sharply focused view
of the people and events that created southeastern New Mexico. What Price lacks in
literary style, he more than compensates for in his extensive listing of sources such
as newspapers and lesser-known articles, whettinq the appetite of those interested in
further exploration. Larson's more developed btocraphical viQnettes describe the
contributions of those who brought lrriqation. the railroad, and civilization to the
southeast comer of New Mexico Territory, and her account of the Lincoln County War
is excellent. Sonnichsen's narrative reads libe a suspenseful novel. QivinQ a distinctly
frontier flavor to the rustlers and Qun-totinQ politicos who did, indeed, characterize
the "last of the frontier west." Read toqether. these three bOORS describe some of the
lesser-known characters and events that contributed siQnificantly to this part of the
state's stranqely bifurcated history.
_ D.R.P.

Jose Antonio Esquibel. a Santa Fe - based writer and researcher of QenealoQY, the
history of colonial New Mexico, and other reqions of the northern Spanish frontier.
presented a talk, "The Jewish-Converso Ancestry of Juan de Onate," on Sunday, June
23, 1996, at Temple b 'Nal Israel. in Albuquerque. The event was sponsored by the New
Mexico Jewish Historical Society.
The Juan de Onate Expedition in 1598 represents the Spaniards' first successful
attempt to settle New Mexico. Onate and the members of his caravan followed the
Rio Grande and established a settlement, San Gabriel. where they remained until 1604.
This is the first time this revelation
Onate wasn't even in his awareness. But
about Juan de Onate's Jewish roots,
as he dUQ through church records and
based on Esqutbel's research, was
followed other leads, a paper trail led him
presented in public. It is the result of a
bach to ancestors whose members of the
decade of worh . Esquibel has been
Zeldifcar-Ofiate families settled in Monterpublished in QenealoQical journals in New
rey. Nuevo Leon, Mexico. Esquibel pushMexico, Colorado, and California, and
ed bach even further- to BurQos, Spainhas presented at the annual conference
to three Jewish families who had conof the Historical Society of New Mexico
verted to Catholicism, intermarried. and
in the past two years. He is employed by
were ancestors to Onate's mother.
the State of New Mexico.
Does this prove Onate was a practicinQ Jew? "Absolutely not," Esquibel emWhen people becin tracinq their family history, if they Qet beyond their greatphasizes. He believes his ftndlnq is siQnifiQrandparents and push back into time ,
cant because it supports emercinq
often they become absorbed in forQinQ
evidence that certain Hispano families of
a fascinatinq trail. Thouqh it becins with
New Mexico have maintained an
a personal focus, on rare occasions the
awareness of their Jewish oriqins and
process reveals somethinq of interest and
traditions over time . "If the zaldivarsiqruftcance to others beyond the lrnOnate families had Jewish roots, it's quite
mediate family circle. This is precisely
possible that other families on the fronwhat happened to Jose Antonio Esquibel.
tier did as well," explains. "It isn't always
In the search for his own ancestry,
easy to find historical and QenealoQical
Esquibel asked himself. "How were the
data to support this, but this is an imporpeople in my family related to the
tant example."
Esquibel says he discovered Onate's
historical .events I've r~ad about?" He
began WIth papers his Qrandmother
Jewish connection in 1989 but it toOR
shared with him that revealed his ~randhim until 1995 to double-check and
father was heir to a wealthy landowner.
confirm his ftndinqs
D
At that point, a family connection to
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The Laguna Migration of 1879:
Protestant, Catholic, and Native Visions
by Martina E. Will
In 1879. the year before the steel of
railroad traces was driven through
Laguna Pueblo. a group of Lagunas left
their homes. the result of factionalism
which had grown increasingly pronounced. Although probably under 50 people.
among those who left were many of
Laguna's elite. the medicine men and the
town chief . They to OR what remained of
the pueblo's sacred ceremonial objects
in order to find a .new home for the
mother gods. who had been angered by
the destruction of the Rivas and humiliation of the traditional leaders. Many
scholars blame the emigration on the
Anglo-Protestant influx into Laguna that
preceded it. but to a great extent there
were already marked divisions within
Laouna society before the arrival of the
Protestants. The Lacuna split that occurred in 1879 appeared to have been
caused by the imposition of Protestantism over native religions. but in reality
it was as much the result of tensions between Catholics and Protestants in the
pueblo.
Historically composed of a diverse
population and situated on a main
thoroughfare. Lacuna was more receptive to outside influences than other
pueblos. The pueblo was first mentioned in a document dated 1699. when
Governor Cubero visited and named it.
While this date is typically used as the
year of Lacuna's founding. at least one
noted scholar estimates that Laguna was
already well established by this date. havinQ been settled by displaced Keresans.
who were joined in 1698by Indians from
Cienequilla. Santo Dominoo. and Cochiti.
They were refugees from the upheaval of
the Pueblo Revolt and in later years their
numbers were auqmented by Zia and
Santa Ana peoples. refugees from
drought.' Despite its origin in peoples of
the eastern Pueblos. Laguna possesses a
social structure azn to that of the
western pueblos. and is "divided into
matrilineal. exoqamous clans which have
totemic names and ceremonial. juridical.
and economic functions. " 2 It's people
speak Keresan. and it is one of the largest
pueblos both in terms of land and
population. and in the last quarter of the
isth century. Lacuna was actually one of
only two pueblos experiencing population Qrowth. with a population of
1130. 3
In addition to the peoples earlier mentioned who comprise Lacuna society.
later influxes to Laguna by Hopis. Zunis.
Navajos. Jemez. and some Acomas
resulted in a remarkably heteroqeneous
culture. with "differing beliefs in tradition
of leadership and social and religious
functions of various orqanizations (e.~.
medicine societies)." To some extent.
we may ascribe the factionalism that the
pueblo experienced in the 19th century
to this notable heterooeneity. factionalism has certainly not been confined to Laguna. for Taos. San Juan. Santa
Clara. San Ildefonso. Pecos. Cochiti. San
felipe. Zia. Acoma. Zuni. and Hopi have
all experienced its divisiveness as well. 5
Edward Dozier considers factionalism
..characteristic of all Pueblo communities ." surmising that "in the
prehistoric past. non-conformists were
probably evicted or else moved out
voluntarily to found new communities." 6 This is precisely what happened at Laguna in 1879. as ideological
differences became such that both these
push and pull factors reached a critical
peak. Part of the reason for the
predominance of factionalism in Pueblo
life is the importance of consensus in
decision maRinQ. Ultimately. if differing
parties cannot reach a consensus.
emigration and the establishment of a
4

2

satellite community become attractive
solutions. as has been the case for
Laguna . Hopi. and San Ildefonso. 7
The Laguna emigration of 1879 was
preceded by many years of internal tension. all of which were related to incursions by the outside world . florence
Hawley Ellis sees the split that occurred
between traditional and non-traditional
~roups in La~una as predating the actual
split by about 40 or 50 years. S The division that existed was in part a product
of acculturation that had bequn in the
18th century. accentuated by the proximity of Spanish-owned ranches in the
1700S and Anclo-owned lands in the
1850S. According to a Presbyterian
source. in the mid-19th century a Zuni.
the nephew of a white man who had
settled among the Zuni. came to Lacuna
to preach his uncle's rehqion. He tauqht
the people of Lacuna the new faith and
a dance. creatine a split with Roman
Catholic practice in the pueblo. The
members of this new faith wore their hair
cropped as a SYmbol of their allegiance
to it and performed the Chaquin. or
MasRed Dance. which they were taucht
by the Zuni. Their syncretic reliqion may
well have provided the core for the pro~ressive party of Laguna. 10
In addition to these foreiqn influences.
the 19th century saw some ~overnmen
tal activity in Laquna that also increased
the foretqn influences within the pueblo.
In the late 1850S. a General McCooR
established a military camp at Lacuna,
which . althouqh it lasted only for a year.
gave the people of Laguna further exposure to the non-Pueblo world. Laqunas
were employed as scouts during this
episode of the crusade aqatnst Man~us
Colorado and company. and their contact with the whites was therefore not
merely incidental but si~nificant for at
least a portion of the population. I I
There passed throuch Laguna . in addition. between 1850 and 1860. a government expedition which souqht to construct a military road in the area. 12
Although sporadic. the association with
the Anqlo world thus encouraqed was
perhaps si~nificant enouqh to introduce
new customs and ideas. and make the
people of Lacuna open to further
exposure.
The factionalism which ~rew in
Laguna durinq the 19th century was
perhaps also exacerbated by the decentralization of the physical space of
Laouna. In the 1850S. Navajo and Apache
raids were still a major threat. especially
because of the pueblo's proximity to the
Navajo's BigBead Mesa. just to the north.
By 1864. however. with Kit Carson and
the Navajo relocation. many Lacunas left
to establish small villages around Laguna
as farminq these areas became relatively
safer and more practicable. There were
ei~ht or nine of these villages. and their
growth undoubtedly also fostered some
cultural change. through the alteration
of community cohesion. An observer of
the time remarked: "It would thus seem
that the pueblo of LaQuna proper will. ere
many years . be numbered amonq the
countless ruins of the Southwest." 14
Although this was not entirely accurate.
the depopulation of Lacuna's center was
notable. Increasingly. Laguna's outer
villages. formerly the site of seasonal or
dry farms. were becoming places of permanent residence. a phenomena which
persisted until well into the 18905. 15 This
physical separation. coupled with easy
contact with white neighbors. therefore
made for fertile ground when the first
Protestant missionary arrived in
Laguna .
The Rev. Samuel Gorman and his wife
Catherine came to Laguna from Cincin-

nati, sent by the Baptist Mission Society
as the first Protestant missionaries in the
pueblos. A letter from William Carr Lane.
governor of New Mexico. to the governor of Lacuna dated September 25. 1852.
begins with a recommendation of Gorman's character and continues: "Mr. Gorman is not clothed with any official
authority and is not sent to you by me:
he goes to your pueblo as a private
citizen. of his own free will. with the intent. as I believe. of doing your people
all the Good he can." 16 The pueblo was.
Lane reminded. free to accept or reject
Gorman on its own terms.
The Gormans' time in Lacuna would
have challendced the most resolute. for
neither the people of Lacuna nor the resident Catholic priest were desirous of the
Baptists' company. During the first nine
months of their residency. the Catholics
and "the leaders of sun-worship" apparently conspired to rid the pueblo of
the Baptists by starvinq them out. 17
Catherine at one point recalled going rejected from door to door as she 100Red
for someone who would ~rind com for
her. an attempt which ended in tears. IS
If pupils came to the Gormans. the
Laguna governor would admonish them
and forbid them further contact. and it
was some time before the families
disreqarded the ~overnor's reprobation
and sent their children to be tauqht. 19 It
was not until the arrival of Henry L.
Dodqe. Indian Aoent for the US Qovernmerit. that this social isolation came to
an end. Dodqe called a council and had
the Gormans adopted into the
pueblo. 20 Once adopted into the
pueblo. the Gormans were ~iven land
and contact with them was no loncer
forbidden. 21
However. not all members of the community welcomed them so easily. and
Gorman frequently mentioned Catholic
hostility towards the mission and to those
Lacunas who were not faithful to the
Catholic Church. In one letter. Gorman
wrote that the Governor of Laqune had
ordered 40 women whipped for failinq to
attend mass. 22 Gorman did not endear
himself to the Catholic community. and
actually actively an taqonized the
Catholic population. In April. 1854. Gorman and a Presbyterian minister based
in Santa fe . Hiram Reed. were issued
summons to appear in Valencia County
District Court. 23 Rafael Chaves. Rector
of the Roman Catholic Church at
LaQuna. initiated the case aqatnst them
"for havtnq with force and arms broken
and entered said church on the roth day
of January AD 1854 and on divers [sic]
other days since. to his damaces in the
sum of $800. and for other damaces and
costs in this behalf expended." After
brealanq into the church. where it appears mass was in session. the two "made
a Qreat noise preachtnq. and sin~in~
therein and stayed and continued therein
makinq such noise and disturbance for
a 10nQ space of time . to wit. for one day
and other . . ." Althouqh these occurrences are nowhere else recorded. based on these accusations. this was not the
first or the last time that Gorman and
possibly Reed had so disturbed the
church and its assembly. although these
occurrences are nowhere else recorded.
Chaves contended that he was the only
person entitled to preach and hold
meetinqs in the bulldinq. and charced
Reed and Gorman with trespassino:
whether he ever collected the $800 he
souqht is not on record. While there is
no reason to question the veracity of
Chaves; charges. whether or not they
were truthful. they. alone with Gorman's
critical letters reveal the intense rivalry
that existed between Catholic and Pro-

testant leaders in Laguna. Given the importance of reliqion in Pueblo life. this
conflict undoubtedly extended into the
respective conqrecations as well.
There were considerable obstacles.
therefore. not only from Lacuna's
political hierarchy in the form of the resistant Governor. but also from its existinq
religious structure. Yet despite these difficulties. the Gormans at last had a convert. Referred to only as "Brother
Senon." he in time conducted prayer
meetings and became licensed to
preach. and toOR over as spiritual leader
of the mission when the Gormans left
Laquna. In the meantime. the US ~ovem
ment in 1856 ~ave Gorman official permission to construct a building for use
as chapel and school at Lacuna. 24
When in 1859 the Gormans were recalled from Laguna to work in santa Fe. a
larQe number of Laqunas came to say
~ood-bye and wish the Gormans well. 25
However. despite this chance in attitude.
it is unclear to what extent the Gormans
were successful in their proselyttzinc. Leo
Crane. Indian Aqent to the pueblos from
1919 to 1926was of the opinion that "little was accomplished until Walter G. Marmon arrived as the first ~overnment
teacher." in 1871. 26 He noted further
that no Laqunas spoke English and only
one was literate in Spanish at Marmon's
arrival.
The Gormans themselves regarded
their time in Lacuna with an acute
awareness of their failures. Any optimism
in their wnunqs was in reference to only
the most Qeneral effects of their
presence. In a letter to fellow Protestant
minister John Menaul. Samuel Gorman
recalled of the family's time in

Lacuna:
We were out of funds most of
the time. Truly our faith and
patience were tried.Soon after
I went there I tried to get the
Indian children into school.
We tried for six years but failed. I preached eve/y Sabbath
r~uJarly . . . ti11 in 1858 I built
that little chapel. That and the
building of my house cost my
dear wife and myself six years
of incessant toil and
self-denial.

The letter continues to say that the
Baptist Mission Society did not ~rant
them any funds for the construction of
their home. and only a small amount for
the chapel's buildinq; "The bell on the
chapel I paid for out of my own funds . . .
It cost me $103." 27 Notwithstanding the
bitterness here evident. Catherine wrote
to the Home Mission: "I believe our labor
here has not been in vain. The seeds of
divine Qrace that have been scattered for
the past six years . will. I have no doubt.
brine forth much fruit to the ~lory of
God." 28 Her confidence was borne out
in later years. as the seeds were further
nurtured by Presbyterian missionaries
who came to Lacuna and by all accounts
fared better than their Baptist
predecessors.
Ellisasserts that the Gormans did succeed in exerting a .'strong Protestant influence." and while this influence may
not have been so apparent to the Gormans. it appears to have at least
smoldered after they left the pueblo.
When a youn~ missionary. Charity
Gaston. on her way to work with the
Navajos at fort Defiance. passed through
Laquna in 1870. the people apparently
thought that she had been sent to work
in the pueblo. and met her stacecoach
in welcome. 30 Impressed by their desire
for Christianity. Gaston urced the
Presbyterian Church to send a rnissionary
to the people of Laguna. The lack of
available missionaries delayed the
Church's ability to respond. and the
Rocky Mountain Presbyterian. commented: "Six long years have passed
away since then. and with these old and
younq. parents and children have Qone
to their ~raves without hope. because
29

Christians have sent no one to them to
tell them of a Saviour." Apparently the
Gonnans' teachings had not been extinguished by their departure. for this
concern preceded by the news that
Laguna's "Papists" and Protestants were
politically embattled to such an extent
that the Papists. upon losing. established a new village. 8-10 miles from Laguna's
center. in the same year as Gaston's visit.
There was then. at this juncture. already
si~nificant factionalism in the pueblo.
along CatholiclProtestant lines, and there
was no Protestant mission in the pueblo
from 1871-1876. "due to the resistance of
the priest. " 31
The establishment of a Presbyterian
mission in Laguna in 1875 coincided with
a federal ~overnment initiative to
educate and pacify all Indians . an example of church-state affiliation perhaps unique in American history. The "Peace
Plan." as it was dubbed. was the brainchild of the Peace Commission established by Conoress in 1876, itself born of a
two-year Congressional Committee
which had determined that" decline and
degradation" were the general results of
Indian contact with whites. 32 The Committee had found that many of the
government's own agents were involved
in racketeering. and President Grant
believed that through official support of
missionary activities the government
could curtail corruption. Through the appointment and supervision of Indian
agents by these same religious organizations. pacification. education. and
ultimately acculturation would. it was
hoped. take place. 33 "A new class of
Indian agent." was to be created, who
would work in the same capacity but
with a religious influence that would
preclude their succumbing to the temptations of abuse of office. The year after
its formation. the Commission sharply
condemmed the churches of the US for
sending missionaries overseas while there
was such extensive need among the Indians at home. A direct result of this
criticismwas a domestic boom in mission
establishment. The Presbyterian Church
alone constructed missions among the
Omaha, Creek Ottawa. Chippewa.
Seminole. Winnebago. and Navajo (at
Jewett. New Mexico) in 1870 . 3s The
founding of a Presbyterian mission in
Lacuna during this era was therefore part
of a concerted national effort by the
Presbyterian Church.
Just before the establishment of a mission at Laguna. there was an influxof Protestant Anglos to Laquna, all of whom
were to become an integral part of
pueblo life. Walter GUllO Mannon came
from Ohio as a ~overnment surveyor in
1868. and in 1871 was appointed government teacher in the pueblo by Pueblo Indian Agent WilliamF. Amy. In 1872, Marmon was joined by his brother. Robert
Gunn Marmon. a surveyor and trader.
and George Pradt, another surveyor. The
changes ushered in by the arrival of the
Marmon brothers and Pradt began
almost immediately. The men worked to
make improvements in the pueblo. "setting themselves to writing a constitution.
the first to be adopted by any Pueblo, its
text modeled after that of the US. By
1872 Lacuna was votinq for its ~over
nor." 3S Each of the Marmon brothers
and Pradt were eventually elected to one
term as governor, and their respective
elections to this hi~h office are evidence
of their estimation and standing in the
community. They too apparently found
life at Laguna quite favorable. for their
cousins John, Elgin, and Kenneth Gunn
joined them sometime after 1872. John
Gunn set up a flour mill "below the
creek," and some years later wrote a
book on the history and mythology of
Laguna. Schat-Chen. Although there is
no record of how the book was received
in the community. Gunn apparently
published the book without any animosity from the pueblo. That he was able to
publish a work which exposed so much
of Laguna life and culture without any
repercussions is itself indicative of the
"progressive" tendency within Laguna.
36
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and the degree of assimilation which it
was undergoing.
The extended Mannon-Gunn family
established a small colony in the northeastern part of the village and their acceptance in the pueblo was furthered by
their marrying into the community,
which fostered social integration and
enhanced their influence. Pradt married
a Laguna woman and built a home.
where "they had a bunch of
children." 36 Walter Marmon married the
daughter of Luis Serracino or Kwime,
chief of the Kurena-Shikani medicine
men, one of the strongest societies of
Laguna. 39 Although the young bride of
Walter Marmon spoke no Enqlish at the
time of her marriage. she went for a short
time to the Carlisle Indian School in
Pennsylvama. where she attained profictency." Mrs. Walter G. Marmon
became the principal source for Gunn's
book for whenever she went to his flour
mill she would tell him stories . 4 1 One
Lacuna. recallinq the book. commented
that it was "the only book that was written from the Laguna. about the Laguna
themselves ..." 42 Gunn. following the
example of the Marmons and Pradt. had
married into the pueblo, and his viewpoint was, at least in retrospect. considered that of an insider, in equal standing with any other Laguna. 43 The
foreigners had been integrated into the
community to such an extent that they
were not only becoming part of its
political structure but also its cultural
life.
The Chakwena faith which was imported to Laguna sometime in the midto late-isth century was significant to the .

/

this "secret society" to bandelter. telling
him that its purpose was "to abolish immorality." 49 Pradt described the
Chahwena as a syncretic faith. including
nebulous Protestant teachings at the
same time that its white-bearded. blackmasked dancing was wholly native in
nature. Kwime and the ProtestantAmerican, progressive faction that was
quickly taking shape in Laguna. were opposed by the traditional religious and
medicine societies. The Keshete. the
clown society. the town chief and war
chief. the Flint, Fire and Shahaiye
societies and/or their chiefs. all resisted
the Protestant-hued movement against
the traditional beliefs. 50 The hierarchy
was divided, and while at least part of the
struqcle was a jockeying for control
amonq the elites. the tensions were
primarily a struggle between protestantism and Catholicism, the former
represented by the Chazwena and the
latter represented in the traditional
societies. S I
The tensions that had simmered for so
long were quickly cominq to a head.
When Walter Marmon was appointed
teacher by the government, he dusted off
the long unused stocks left from the days
of the Spanish, and made them into seats
for the school. This act met with the community's approval: however, when it
came time to establish new cemeteries.
John Gunn insisted that separate burial
~rounds be created for Catholics and
Protestartts. a move which caused "acute
dissension" within the pueblo. S2 Elsie
Clews Parsons summarized the situation
well: "In the 70S Laguna was a town divid-
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The fields at Lacuna are shown in this sketch by an artist who probably worked from a photograph.
tiietpet's. Feb.. 1891) New Mexico in the Nineteenth Century. A PiccoriaJ History. Andrew K Gre~.
UNM Press. 1968. Pa~ 40.

factionalism which tore apart the pueblo
hierarch in 1879. According to Ellis.
Kwime sponsored the introduction from
Zuni of the Chazwena cult. probably
making a copy of the Zuni masks for use
at Laguna. Having studied as a child
for seven years with priests in Durango.
Mexico. Kwime had been exposed to the
non-pueblo world. and he reportedly
brought a large book back to Laguna
with him . the contents of which remain
a mystery. It is believed that his volume
was a Bible . or missal, though. and
"Kwime. probably seeing some parallels
between concepts of native practices and
statements of Christian philosophy. told
his people that the book contained information on the Chalzwena." 45 According to a contemporary. "He exposed
the medicine men's practices of exorcism; ju~glery. sword swallowtnq. witchine. etc. , as merely playing upon the
peoples' credulity." 46 Adolph Bandelier.
during his travels through Laguna, met
with Walter Marmon, who told him that
in 1872 a Zuni had married into Laguna.
bringing with a him a new faith, "said to
be similar to Protestantism and [dating
back] to the missionary Gorman." This
amalgamation of Christian and native
beliefs was the same Chazwena faith
which has been ascribed to the
mysterious Zuni tmrrucrant descended of
a white man as well as to Kwime.
Kwime coverted to Protestantism
without surrendering his Chazwena faith,
and became the leader of the progressive
faction or Kaya mashroo. Pradt was initiated into the Chezwena. which he said
was responsible for "public works and
mutual assistance." 48 He expounded on
44
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ed against itself by the blade of
Am e ri c anism - P ro te stan t
Americanism." 5 3 The tensions which
divided Laguna were demarcated by the
line which divided Catholics and
Protestants.
In 1875. the Presbyterian Church
assumed control of the government
school and appointed the Reverend John
Menaul to be Marmon's successor as
teacher. Menaul was to spend ten years
in Lacuna. and in his annual report to the
Home Board of the Presbyterian Church.
he recorded his observations on the state
of things in Laquna. From the outset,
Menaul was relentless in his criticism of
the Roman Catholic Church and its
priests. displayin~ a dogmatism which
only a~~ravated an already tense situation. He wrote that the Pueblo Indians
lacked Christianity. having for all their
contact with the Catholic Spanish obtained the formal trappings of the religion.
but not the faith. Despite the fact that
their lives were saturated with religion.
theirs was Christian only in name. Using
the church of Laguna as an example, he
estimated that 5/6 of the motifs and
sacred objects were of native oriqin and
meantnq. and only 1/6 of the church's
decor was truly Catholic. S4 The priests
were at fault for this dismal state of
spiritual affairs. and Menaul asserted that
"They [Lagunas] know no more of Revealed Religion today than they did 200 years
ago , except where other than Roman
Catholic influences have been brought to
bear upon them." 55 Menaul felt it his

calling to remedy this and educate the
people. and upon learning Keresan
began to translate materials. establishing
a
publishing
house
in
Laguna to make his translations
easily accessible. 56
Menaul's four years of service in
La~una prior to the emigration were not
distinguished by much enthusiasm for
the Presbyterian faith. for which Menaul
again blamed the Catholics . In 1879.
Menaul reported a church membership
of seven people, of whom five were Indians. " Yet he did not seem to be
discouraged. recoenizinq that Pueblo
resistance to the outside world had been
strong for centuries. He had convinced
himself that in time the Indians would
discover "who their true friends are . The
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico who do
not want Protestant influence among
them. are those whom the Catholic Priest
have frightened by all manner of lies . .."
He continued optimistically, that those
who were able to think independently of
the Catholic teachings "are coming out
of the thick darkness into the li~ht of
God's truth. leaving behind their Rome.
and their own Customs. as erroneous
things," 58 For Menaul. the Catholic
teachings were inextricably linked to the
native beliefs. and they were equally
unable to provide the path to
salvation.
Menaul was certain that the number
of converts and church attendees would
increase with time . One of the obstacles
he had discovered in this third year at
Laguna was that the interpreter he had
relied upon had apparently been modifying the Reverend's words. and
therefore the Gospel had not been
reaching the people in its honest form
but in an adulterated, biased version.
However, once this discovery was made.
even the interpreter vowed to no longer
have anvhthinq to do with the "Ancient
Customs." and attendance at the weekly prayer meetings was up to between 30
and 60 people. 59 In 1883. Menaul
reported that there had only been two
new members added to the church. yet
he remained hopeful. noting that approximately 10 people came to the
church on a regular basis. with about 45
attending the Sabbath services. 60
Although it is impossible to estimate the
proportion of people attending who
were interested in Protestantism versus
those who were curiosity-seekers. the
ideas were beinq heard and undoubtedly discussed outside of the formal
meetings. Religious tensions seethed
in the pueblo as the Protestant
faction aggressively pursued its
evangelical path, making incursions into
the comfortable coexistence which
Catholicism had for centuries shared with
the native faith.
In addition to the new ideas which accompanied the Protestant influx into
Lacuna. the building of the railroad was
an instrument of change. Many Lagunas
were employed in constructing the
railroads in the late-ism century. and for
marty this meant relocation . One Laguna
remembered: "those who were ambitious to go," went to live in Winslow.
Barstown. and ~ichmond to work on
construction crews. "It was the younger
people who took the opportunity." and
Laguna colonies developed in Barstow
and Richmond, children of these young
people born and raised outside of the
pueblo and returning to Laguna unable
to speak Keresan. 6 1 Once the Atlantic
and Pacific Railroad began to run
throuqh Laguna in 1880. a station there
provided Laqunas the opportunity to sell
pottery and baskets to the tourists who
stop there for two or three hours at a
time . 62 The railroad was ~iven water
rights in return for jobs, 63 and also was
the instrument for Introducinq "European commodities" such as coffee and
sugar in the daily life of Lagunas. 64 As
noted by Menaul. the changes which it
fostered were manifold:
3

We have then. a country with
a few inhabitants who are i~
norant and superstitious. with
railroads pushinq throuch it
in all directions. with men
and money cominq in. with
the ~ood and bad of all nations crowding upon us: with
American civilization rootinq
out and replacinq the Ancient Customs of the Montazuma [sic] sun worshipper
which have bound the Indians for hundreds of
years ... 65
The railroad provided extensive
opportunity for contact with outsiders.
in all lil<elihood contributinq further to
the identification of prooressive and traditional factions.
It was durinq Menaul's tenure as
teacher in Lacuna and Robert Marmon's
term as ~overnor. that the tensions.
which had been brewinq for many years.
finally overflowed. When Robert Marmon
became ~overnor. he shut down two of
Lacuna's kivas. a move that brouqht the
situation in the pueblo to a boillnq
point. The kivas were not simply closed . but were raided by the proqressive
faction: the leaders of the traditionalparty were herded into the plaza. and. in
what must have been a humillatinq spectacle. forced to watch as the sacred
ceremonial objects were burned. 67 They
were reportedly threatened and told
before the ~athered crowd. "that they
were nobody." 68 According to Parsons.
"there was a meetinq at which the old
women in charqe of what was left of
sacrosanct thincs broucht them out and
~ave them up." It is evident. however.
that not allsacred objects were destroyed
that afternoon. for some were tahen and
hidden in the mountains . where they
were later retrieved by the emicratinq
~roup of dissenters. 70 Apparently
because of the approach of summer and
the a~ricultural work to be done. the
reaction to the public humiliation and
destruction of the kivas was postponed
until the fall. 71
In the fall of 1879. around the time
that the dances were traditionally held.
the group that opposed the ProtestantAmerican presence decided to leave
Lacuna and move to Sandia. takin~ with
them the recovered ceremonial objects.
EmiQration was necessary. they believed.
because of the drought that afflicted
Laguna. and which they ascribed to the
events of the summer wherein the traditional deities had been violated. It is
important to note that althouqh the
number of people who ernlqrated was
relatively small. they comprised the traditional elite of Laguna society. the
medicine men and their families. 73 They
toOR a trailwhich led them first throuqh
Mesita. where the Kashare and town chief
remained alone with an unknown
number of Lacunas. The remainder.
which included the Flint. Fire and
Shahaiye chiefs. continued on. passing
through Isleta to rest for a few days.They
left Isleta to continue their journey. but
were stopped by the Isletans. who realized their error in not havinq offered the
mother ~ods a.home. and feared divine
retribution. The medicine men of
Isleta induced them to settle at Isleta
rather than continue their journey.
Isleta. althouqh Tiwa-speaalnq rather than
Keresan. offered the travelers fields just
to the south and a plot of land adjacent
to the village upon which to settle. on
the condition that the Laqunas establish
their own plaza and kiva within Isleta
village proper and there ~uard the sacred
object. 76
Despite his prolific commentary on
the state of affairs in Lacuna and the
reqular annual reports to the Home
Board. Menaul made only a cursorymention of the controversy in Laquna. revealinQ perhaps the continuity in Pueblo
beliefsafter the split. In fact. in 1880. the
year after the break. his report began:
66
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Our work at Lacuna continues much the same as in
the past. Our efforts for the
people are more to the
nature of an influence than a
work: more like the constant
drop than like the sledgehammer. Our people are far
from beinq excitable or
prone to novelty in relicious
affairs. Theyare more like the
staid. composed. and complacent patriarchsof the days
and
of Job . Moses.
Abraham.
WasMenaul oblivious to the changes
going on within the pueblo or did he not
see considerable factionalism in the
pueblo as noteworthy?The curious omission of the expulsion/departure is all the
more remarkablewhen one reads his impressionof the Southwest: "especially the
Indians. are as heathenish as the
heathens of Asia or Africa. while barbarous customs are still practiced by
those callinq themselves Christians." The
report continued. criticizing the Indians
and their faith. callingtheir customs "immoral and debasinq" and "akin to a
~nawin~. incurable cancer."
Clearly.
Menaul believed that there remained a
~reat deal of work to be done in Laouna.
Perhaps his failure to address the split
was a comment on the extent to which
he saw room for improvement in the
community; the split was apparently less
effective in expellinq the "heathen"
native beliefs from the pueblo than he
would have liked to see. There remained in Laguna stronq nativist tendency.
which while not anti-Protestant per se.
was implicitly anti-Protestant and explicitly a~ainst Menaul's teachings.
Despite the emiqranon of the traditionalists. the factionalism which existed
in Laguna was by no means so neatly
solved. Although Menaul reported to
Bandelier at this time that "Atpresent the
Pueblo is quiet and orderly. and there are
no relicious dissensions." 79 In 1883.
Menaul contrasted his Presbyterian con~re~ation with Catholic Laquna: "The
people are moral and chaste. compared
to what they were before we came here .
They are clean in their persons and
houses. and have a much hioher stand
in the community than other Indians." 80 Bandelier. writinq in 1882.
could also easily distincuish between pro~ressive and traditional ~roups in the
pueblo: "The former one is fairly moral
and clean: the latter clings to old customs
and immoral practices." cltinq extramarital sex. abortion . and prostitution
among these practices. Althouqh
these differences were certainly colored
by an Anglo bias. it is nonetheless clear
that whether lmaqined or concrete. the
division between Catholics and Protestants endured in Lacuna.
Open conflict between the groups
persisted as well. and in 1887 Charity
Menaulwrote that there was a lot of tension within the pueblo which was impeding the missionary effort . 82 Apparently. the troubles had started with
the return to Laguna of a younq man of
reportedly bad character. whose father
was a "priest of the devil and hates the
Bible and all it teaches ." 83 The younq
man reportedly (and. ~iven his supposed hatred of the Bible. rather ironically),
under the sanction of the Catholic priest
of Laguna. was telling the people that the
Presbyterian's objectives in the pueblo
were not merely evangelical. Accordinq
to him. the missionaries were after the
people's lands, under full support of the
Qovemment. Yetby the same token. "the
people are told that the President does
not likePresbyterians" and that the President wanted the people to take their
children out of the Presbyterian school
and send them instead to Albuquerque
for instruction in the government school
there. The President was said to be givinQ a ~ood deal of money in this effort.
so that children could actually be paid
77
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to attend school. "The people are taken
mth a great zeal to obey the President.
and hate the missionaries. as they understand that to be a part of obedience to
the President ..." Charity Menaulwrote.
Notwithstandinq the many contradictions within the story. the underlying
truth was that the discord between the
Catholics and Protestants linqered
despite the departure of much of the
traditional power structure.
Not only did,the tensions persist. but
traditional learnings and practices that
were in direct conflict with the
Presbyterian teachings remained as well.
and were ultimatelyformally re-instituted
at Laguna. Laquna's dances had not
disappeared. and even the Chakwena
dance seemed incongruous ' with
Menaul's Presbyterianinstruction. as Ellis
observed: "One may wonder how
Kwime. with his newly acquired Protestantism and Progress. managed to
whitewash these masked dancers when
all the other branches of katcina - and
the Katcina Father. leader - had been
hounded into shocked and angry exodus." 84 Although the pro-Presbyterian
group was in control in Laguna. native
ceremonies remained. as did tension between traditional and conservative
elements. The situation acatn reached a
climax many years later. and "conservatism won to the extent of effecting a
new orqanfzation of a few native reliqious
institutions." 85 This was achieved with .a
Zuni family who had ceremonial ties. and
helped to create a system akin to the old
one in Laquna around 1910. But the new
relicious structures remained a source of
confusion to the people of Lacuna. and
as Parsons wrote in the 1920S. the people who emigrated and took the sacred
objects with them had "left the pro~ressive, Americanized townspeople to a
state of lrreliqionfrom which they have
never fully recovered ." 86 In 1920. the
Kashare came from Mesita to conduct
the winter solstice ceremonial in the
house of one of the water clan members.
a place where prior to the migration. the
war fetishes had been housed . One of
the Shahaiye shaman who had gone to
Isletadurinq the migrationof 1879 returned to reside in La~una. and also conducted the winter solstice ceremonies
there until his death in 1919. with the
assistance of uninitiated or "raw"
medicine men from Laquna. Although
the native reliotous structures were larcely destroyed by the deep-rooted factionalism and subsequent emlcration .
within 30 years of the split. significant
reconstruction of the old system had
taken place.
The 1879 schism in Lagunawas a product of internal dissension that had been
buildtnqfor severaldecades and that was
~iven definition by the ProtestantCatholic divisions within the pueblo .
Characterized by a hi~h level of
heterogeneity and location on a major
thorouqhfare. Laquna was historically
more open to outsiders than other
pueblos. The Chakwena faith and the
teachinqs of Protestant missionaries introduced new ideas and customs into
Lacuna life. ideas that threatened the
delicate balance between Catholic and
native religions. The CatholicChurch had
tolerated the native faith. and it was
only with the Protestant influx that this
equilibrium was upset. for the Protestants
chafed at the native "heathenism" that
they sawflounshinq. Since the Protestant
and native faiths could not coexist. the
more traditional element of Laquna
society emlqrated. taking with it the
sacred objects and practices. Despite the
split. there remained in Laquna a significant traditional element that was within
a few decades calltnq for at least a
nominal return to the old ways.-M.E. W.
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"Protestantism hasno effect upon the
Indians." Bandelier. Journals vi 374.
Bandelier had earlier written of his own
doubts as to the usefulness of Protestant ministers in the pueblos. Journals
vi 183.
John Menaul, Work AmongtheIndians.
TheField is the World (May 1883) 398.
This maoazlne apparently had but a
shortlife span, and can befound at the
Menaul Historical Library,Archival Box
88-5.
Bandelier. Journals vi 374. It is interesting andsignificant thatall of these
practices are related to six and imply
a pronounced. spedftcally female role.
Reports of such differences between
Protestants and Catholics continued into the 20th century, as Protestant missionaries consistently disparaged the
wicked pagan ways endorsed by the
Catholics and the debauchery of the
nominally Cathollic public ceremonies
and lauded their own congregations'
piety and good hygiene.
Charity Ann Gaston MenauI. Laguna.
Home Mission Monthly vII, ns (1887)
40.
Gaston Menaul 40.
Ellis, Outline 334. SpeaRing with one of
Kwime's great-granddaughters, I asked
whether therewere anystories thathad
been passed downin her family about
him or theevents underdiscussion, and
she replied that "it was neverdiscussed: ' Sheleamed of his importance and
the splitthrough her personal interest
in pueblo history. Interview with AQnes
Dill. 26 October, 1994.
Ellis, 11 19. See also Ellis Outline
329.
Parsons. Religion vi 15. Ather writin~.
the destroyed Rivas still had not been
rebuilt inLaguna; thereis, however. today a Riva in Laguna.
Parsons. Religion vII 889.
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Archdiocese of Santa Fe Catholic
Cusrto Centennial Commission
Call For Papers
The Archdiocese of Santa Fe is planning a number of activities to commemorate
and examine the 400th anniversary ( 1598- 1998) of the founding of the Spanish
colony and establishment of the Catholic Church in New Mexico .
Hermanos), and historiography. The
One of the inaugural events for this
Commission encourages proposals for
catholic Cuarto Centennial will be a
historical conference to be held in
sessions consisting of two or three papers
Santa Fe (the specific location has not
on related topics.
been determined) on or about
Proposals should include the name.
september 8, 1997. The catholic Cuarto
address. phone number. a short vita and
organizational affiliation (if any) of the
Centennial Commission invites propposals for papers on any aspect of the
presenter, as well as the title and an
history of the catholic Church in New
abstract of the paper. Proposals should
not exceed one single spaced typewritMexico for presentation at the conten page. Individual presentations should
ference. The papers selected for presennot exceed thirty minutes in length, to
tation at the conference will be compiled and published in 1998.
allow a minimum of two papers, plus
time for questions for each seventy five
Papers may be related to any aspect
minute
session. Proposals for sessions
of the history of the catholic Church durshould
include
the name of a moderator.
ing the Spanish colonial, Mexican, Teras
well
as
the
indicated
information for
ritorial, or contemporary periods of New
each
presenter.
Mexico history, to include the regions of
colonial New Mexico which are now
Proposals should be mailed to the
within the Diocese of Gallup. Las Cruces
catholic Cuarto Centennial Commission.
and Tucson. Topics may include. but are
Archdiocese of Santa Fe. Office of
not limited to. Church-state relations.
Historic-Artistic Patrimony, 223 cathedral
early missions. Franciscan (or any other
Place. Santa Fe. New Mexico , 87501.
order which served in New Mexico)
Questions can be directed at Mr. Robert
history. cultural impact and conflict.
1. Torrez (505) 827-7332. or Mrs. Marina
biography of significant or obscure
Ochoa, (505) 983-3811 .
religious leaders , historic churches. parish
Deadline for proposals is
histories. lay organizations (such as the
0
December 31, 1996.

Bandelier
Garden Poster
Available
The Historic Santa Fe Foundation.
owner and protector of several historic
properties. including the Pinckney R.
TullyHouse. EIZaquan. the Roqui Tudesqui House and the Cross of the Martyrs,
has issued a colorful poster of the
Bandelier Garden at EI zaquan. The
original garden was created while Adolf
Bandelier lived in the house. The present.
documented restoration of the garden
was installed and is maintained by Anita
Stalter.
The poster depicts a painting of the
Qarden by Santa Fe artist Deborah Lovell.
Both signed and un-signed copies of the
poster are available from the Historic
Santa Fe Foundation. 545 canyon Road.
Santa Fe. N.M. 87501.
Prices :
Historic S.F. Foundation MembersSiQned . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 20.00
Un-signed
$ 15.00
Non-membersSigned
$ 25.00
Un-signed . . . . . . . .. $ 20.00
For additional information please call the
0
Foundation at: (505) 983-2567

BOOKS:
ISLANDS IN THE DESERT: A
HISTORY OF THE UP-LANDS OF
SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA

•••••

by John P. Wilson

An Outing Planned

Published by
University of New Mexico Press
Albuquerque. NM 871 31-1591

An Invitation From The Southwest Chapter of the
Oregon / California Trails Association
The Southwest Chapter of the
Oregon I California TrailsAssociation invites all interested people to attend an
outing to the Southern Emmigrant Trail
trailhead on the Rio Grande river north
of Hatch. NM on saturday. October 12,
1996. Participants are asbed to gather at
the Percha ParR campqround at 10:00
a.m. on saturday. October 12with good
hiRinQ shoes. a canteen of water, lunch.
and appropriate sun protection. A
caravan will be assembled to drive to the
appropriate canyon. A one and a half
mile hike will tase place at the canyon
and will include discussion of diaries; use
. of global positioning systems: and siqns
of wagon travel. including swales. rock
grooves, and rust marzs. The hiae is considered easy and we should return to the
camp ground by 3:00 p.m. The tour will
be led by Don Buck and Rose Ann Tompkins, co-chairs of the Southern Trail

Mapping
Committee
of
the
OreQon I california Trails Association
Southwest Chapter.
Participants who need to stay overnight may want to mase reservations at
the Ace Lodge in Truth or Consequences.
New Mexico (505-894-2151 1$30 $35 I night). Other motels. including a
Best Wesstern and Super 8, are also
available. The group will meet for dinner
at 6:00 p.m. on Friday. October 11 and
saturday, October 12 in the Ace Lodge
lobby. The Southwest Chapter of the
Oregon I California Trails Association
would be delichted to have all people interested in the early history of southern
New Mexico attend this outing.
For further information. contact:
Charles Townley
Phone: (505) 646-1508
Fax: (505) 646-6940
Email: ctownleyesllb.nmsu.edu

~~~~~
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This newspaper is published by

HISTORICAL SOCIElY
OF
NEW MEXICO

$49 .95cl

Reviewed by Spencer Wilson

This is a comprehensive history of that
part of Arizona south of Tucson as
described by the title - that series of
detached mountain ranees which 100R
like so many islands when viewed from
aloft. The focus of the book is on the
events that occurred there from 1539 to
1946. Wilson starts with the Qeology of
the area and moves to the first European
visitation. From then on the narrative is
a chronolocical account from the
Spanish Era. Late Spanish and Mexican
Periods. the Early United States Period,
and Military and Indian Affairs to 1896.
The next seven chapters are by topic: The
MininQ Frontier, Ranching. Timber
Resources. Homesteads. the U.S. Army
and the Mexican Revolution. endinq with
the cominq of Tourism to the cooler
mountains. This is the kind of history that
should be of interest to. and required for.
students and anyone interested in the
area. This is volume thirty in the copublication series of the University Press
and the Historical Society of New Mexico.
-S.W.
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can For Proposals
Arizona Historival
Convention
April 24 - April 26, 1997

Wicllenburg, Arizona
The convention invites proposals for
papers on any aspect of Arizona history
for presentation at the thirty-eighth annual meeting. We encourage proposals
for complete sessions on a related topic
as well as individual submissions.
Barry M. Goldwater Award
A panel of judges will award a prize
of $200 to the best paper of the convention . All accepted papers (except for
those by graduate students) are ellQible.

Sharlot M. Hall Graduate Award
A $200 prize goes to the best paper by
a Qraduate student. Indicate the advisinQ
professor and institution on the proposal
and completed paper.

Don ButRin Prize
The $200 prize will be awarded for
the best paper dealing with any aspect
of Arizona geoQraphy. broadly defined.
or cartography. Anyone wishing to contribute to this memorial fund can send
a check. made out to the Arizona
Historical Convention. Inc.. to Chairman
William C. Porter. 820 E. Beale Street.
Kingman. AZ 86401.
All proposals must be submitted by
December i, .996, to Bruce 1. Dinqes.
clo Arizona Historical Society. 949 E. 2nd
St.. Tucson, AZ 85719. To be considered
for a prize. submit an accepted, completed paper of approximately twelve
double-spaced typed pages (exclusive of
notes) by March r, 1997.to Bruce 1.
Dlnqes. Papers not being submitted for
a prize must be in hand no later than
April 1, 1997.
Only one proposal per author. Include
name. address. and phone number.
along with title of presentation and one
page of description. Presentation length
should be twenty minutes maximum.
Information on meals. tours. and lodging will be mailed out in late February,
1997. For more information. contact
Bruce Dinges, 949 E. second Street.
Tucson. AZ 85719, (502) 628-5774.
D

Letter of Correction
to the Editor
Dear Editor.
I wonder how many readers of the last
pace of La Ctotiice are sUQgesting to you
that people who live in glass houses
shouldn't throw stones!
"Cemetery" has all e's. no a at all.
even if you use the word three times!
- Barbara De Bois
Editors Note:
Not only a slip of the Stone Mason 's
Hammer. but a slip of the editors eyes!

- I.P.e.
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